
Starships D6 / Galactech SF-01 Goushyn Personal Transport
Name: SF-

01 Goushyn Starfighter

Type: Galactech SF-01 Goushyn Personal

Transport

Scale: Starfighter

Length: 15 Meters

Skill: Starfighter Piloting - Goushyn

Crew: 1

Crew Skill: Starfighter Piloting 5D, Starship

Gunnery 4D+2

Consumables: 2 Months

Cost: 92,000 (used)

Cargo Capacity: 1 Ton

Hyperdrive Multiplier: x2

Hyperdrive Backup: NA

Nav Computer: Yes

Space: 6

Atmosphere: 330;950kmh

Maneuverability: 1D

Hull: 5D

Shields: 2D

Sensors:

         Passive: 25/1D

         Scan: 40/2D

         Search: 60/3D

         Focus: 2/4D

Weapons:

         2 Heavy Laser Cannons

                 Fire Arc: Front

                 Fire Control: 1D

                 Space: 1-3/12/25

                 Atmosphere Range: 100-300/1.2/2.5km

                 Damage: 7D

Description: Although mostly used as a starfighter, the Goushyn was actually designed as a personal

transport, capable of carrying a single person plus a considerable amount of luggage from star system to

star system. However the market it was seeking, that of executives and sales people, were not seeking a

single person vessel, so the Goushyn had to marketed differently. And it found a market in interstellar

scouts, who found it a very useful vehicle, capable of carrying themself, their equipment plus a speeder

bike or scouting droid. The fact that the fighter is tough enough to handle itself in combat, with an



extremely tough hull, and decent shields, as well as powerful weapons, the only problems reported were

its poor handling, and fire-control systems, which made it too reliant on its toughness to stand a chance

in combat situations. The Goushyn was discontinued from production because its small market was

never enough to cover the costs of the vessels design, but these fighter continue to sell well on the

second hand marketplace. 
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